
Cub Scout Den Meeting Outline 

Month: June                Week: 4 

Core Value: Perseverance 

 Tiger Wolf Bear Webelos 

Before the Meeting Gather materials for 
gathering and other activities, 
games and have home 
assignments (if any) ready.  

Gather materials for 
gathering and other activities, 
games and have home 
assignments (if any) ready. 

Gather materials for 
gathering and other activities, 
games and have home 
assignments (if any) ready. 

Gather materials for 
gathering and other activities, 
games and have home 
assignments (if any) ready. 

Gathering Origami Rockets 

Opening Stars and Planets Opening 

Activity/Game Spaceships in Flight - Ultimate 

Game/Song Walk on the Moon 

Business items/Take home None None None None 

Closing North Star Examples Closing 

After the meeting     

 

Materials: 

Gathering: copies of folding instructions, origami paper 

Opening: instructions, song sheets 

Activity/Game: instructions, flying discs for each team    

Game:  construction paper or copy paper 

Closing: instructions 

Home assignments:  None 

 

 

 



 



Stars and Planets Opening 

Materials: 

Song sheets for “Stars and Planets” 

 

Cubmaster: 

Today we’re going to sing a song to start off our time 

together! 

Our song is called “Stars and Planets” and this is how it goes. 

Stars and Planets 

To the tune of “Frére Jacques” or “Are You Sleeping?” 

Stars and planets, stars and planets 

Comets too, comets too 

Meteor shower, Meteor shower 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

Let’s sing it together and then let’s try to sing in as a round. 

[Sing the song together.] 

Cubmaster: Now please join me in the saying the Pledge of Allegiance and the 

Cub Scout Promise. 

 

The tune to “Stars and Planets” (Frere Jacques) can be found at 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fr%C3%A8re_Jacques.ogg 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fr%C3%A8re_Jacques.ogg


Stars and Planets 

To the tune of “Frére Jacques” or “Are You Sleeping?” 

Stars and planets, stars and planets 

Comets too, comets too 

Meteor shower, Meteor shower 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

 

 

 

 

Stars and Planets 

To the tune of “Frére Jacques” or “Are You Sleeping?” 

Stars and planets, stars and planets 

Comets too, comets too 

Meteor shower, Meteor shower 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

Zoom, zoom, zoom

Stars and Planets 

To the tune of “Frére Jacques” or “Are You Sleeping?” 

Stars and planets, stars and planets 

Comets too, comets too 

Meteor shower, Meteor shower 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

 

 

 

 

Stars and Planets 

To the tune of “Frére Jacques” or “Are You Sleeping?” 

Stars and planets, stars and planets 

Comets too, comets too 

Meteor shower, Meteor shower 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

Zoom, zoom, zoom 

 



Spaceships in Flight - Ultimate Playing Skills 
 
Materials: 
 Flying disks, something to aim flying disks 
 
Ultimate Passing Techniques 
Divide the Cub Scouts into teams and have them take turns practicing some of the 
illustrated throwing techniques. 
 

 
 
Then set up a target – even a spot on the ground - and have boys try to 
land the disks on the spot for target practice.  
 
Variations: Once they have practiced throwing, they could play “catch” with the 
disks, play “keep away” – or see how long they can throw it down a line of people 
without it hitting the ground. Practicing how to catch the flying disk is also an 
important skill.  



Walk On The Moon 

Materials: 

1 sheet of paper per Cub Scout 

Scissors 

Masking tape for starting and turning lines 

Instructions: 

1. Have the Cub Scouts orient their paper “landscape” and have each of them fold 

their paper in half. Then they can either cut with scissors or tear their paper in 

half.  

2. Divide the Cub Scouts into relay teams. 

2.  Cub Scouts (“Astronauts”) line up behind a starting line about 15 feet away 

from a turning line.  

3.  On signal, the first person on each team places his paper pieces on the floor, 

one in front of the other, and puts one foot on each. To move toward the ‘moon’, 

he picks up the rear piece of paper, moves it in front of the other piece and then 

steps forward on it. In this way, players continue to move until the first 

“astronaut” has reached the moon (turning line) and returned to earth (starting 

line).  

4. The first player tags the next Cub Scout on his team who does the same “moon 

walk.” The first team to have all players complete the “walk on the moon” wins 

the race. 

Variations: This race can be performed by relay teams (as written) or individuals. 



North Star Examples Closing 
 
Materials: 
None 
 
Cubmaster: 
For thousands of years, mankind has known that the North Star (a star that’s part 
of the Little Dipper constellation) is fixed in the sky. It does not move. Seamen 
have used it and other heavenly bodies to guide their ships. Shepherds and 
travelers used it to make sure they were going the right direction. Even today, 
stars are important in the navigation for ships, planes and spacecraft.  
 
Cub Scouts don’t often use stars to find their way, but sometimes we need friends 
who are constant and fixed like the North Star. Constant and fixed friends are 
those that are honest and helpful and loyal friends who are always trying to do 
their best. Can you think of any friends that you have that are like the North Star?  



TIGER DEN MEETING PROGRAM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

GATHERING 

OPENING 

ACTIVITIES / PROJECTS 

GAME / SONG 

BUSINESS ITEMS / TAKEHOME 

 CLOSING 

AFTER THE MEETING 

 
 

Use this form at a den leader meeting or at your monthly pack leader’s meeting. Include ways 
for the den chief and denner to help you in the den meeting. 

With the help of their Tiger Adult Partners, Tiger Cubs will come make Origami Rockets.  
Materials: origami paper, folding instructions 
 

Tiger Cubs and their adult partners  will play a game called  Space Ships in Flight – practicing Ultimate skills.     
Materials:  Flying discs 
 

Tiger Cubs and their adult partners will participate in the Stars and Planets Opening.    
Materials: flag, song sheets 
 

Tiger Cubs and their adult partners will play a game called Walk on the Moon! 
Materials: paper, scissors 

None 

Gather materials for gathering and other activities, games and have home assignments ready. 
 

Evaluate the meeting and review next week’s plans. 

North Star Examples Closing 
Materials: None 

DEN NO. ___________________________  PACK NO. _________________  

MEETING PLACE _____________________________________________________  

MONTH___June __________ WEEK__4 TIME ____________________  

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC   Perseverance/Space Flight 



WOLF DEN MEETING PROGRAM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

GATHERING 

OPENING 

ACTIVITIES / PROJECTS 

GAME / SONG 

BUSINESS ITEMS / TAKEHOME 

 CLOSING 

AFTER THE MEETING 

 
 

Use this form at a den leader meeting or at your monthly pack leader’s meeting. Include ways 
for the den chief and denner to help you in the den meeting. 

Origami Rockets 
Materials: origami paper, folding instructions 

Starships in Flight - Ultimate 
Materials:  Flying disks 
 

Stars and Planets Opening 
Materials: flag, song sheets 

Walk on the Moon 
Materials: paper, scissors, masking tape for lines 
 

None 

Gather materials for gathering and other activities, games and have home assignments ready. 
 
 

Evaluate the meeting and review next week’s plans. 

North Star Examples Closing 
Materials: None 
 

DEN NO. ___________________________  PACK NO. _________________  

MEETING PLACE _____________________________________________________  

MONTH___June __________ WEEK__4 TIME ____________________  

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC   Perseverance/Space Flight 



BEAR DEN MEETING PROGRAM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

GATHERING 

OPENING 

ACTIVITIES / PROJECTS 

GAME / SONG 

BUSINESS ITEMS / TAKEHOME 

 CLOSING 

AFTER THE MEETING 

 
 

Use this form at a den leader meeting or at your monthly pack leader’s meeting. Include ways 
for the den chief and denner to help you in the den meeting. 

Origami Rockets 
Materials: origami paper, folding instructions 
 

Starships in Flight - Ultimate 
Materials:  Flying disks 
 

Stars and Planets Opening 
Materials: flag, song sheets 
 

Walk on the Moon 
Materials: paper, scissors, masking tape for lines 
 

None 

Gather materials for gathering and other activities, games and have home assignments ready. 
 

Evaluate the meeting and review next week’s plans. 

North Star Examples Closing 
Materials: None 
 

DEN NO. ___________________________  PACK NO. _________________  

MEETING PLACE _____________________________________________________  

MONTH___June __________ WEEK__4 TIME ____________________  

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC   Perseverance/Space Flight 



WEBELOS DEN MEETING PROGRAM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BEFORE THE MEETING 

GATHERING 

OPENING 

ACTIVITIES / PROJECTS 

GAME / SONG 

BUSINESS ITEMS / TAKEHOME 

 CLOSING 

AFTER THE MEETING 

 
 

Use this form at a den leader meeting or at your monthly pack leader’s meeting. Include ways 
for the den chief and denner to help you in the den meeting. 

Origami Rockets 
Materials: origami paper, folding instructions 
 

Starships in Flight - Ultimate 
Materials:  Flying disks 
 

Stars and Planets Opening 
Materials: flag, song sheets 
 

Walk on the Moon 
Materials: paper, scissors, masking tape for lines 
 

None 

Gather materials for gathering and other activities, games and have home assignments ready. 

Evaluate the meeting and review next week’s plans. 

North Star Examples Closing 
Materials: None 
 

DEN NO. ___________________________  PACK NO. _________________  

MEETING PLACE _____________________________________________________  

MONTH___June __________ WEEK__4 TIME ____________________  

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC   Perseverance/Space Flight 


